Thank you for organising the conference it was amazing, all the speakers were
fantastic in different ways, the only problem now is, how do you top this! I was
so glad I came along its actually the best conference I've ever attended. –
Mary-Jane Armstrong
I loved each one of the speakers as they each brought a different dimension to
the day. Thank you for providing such an amazing Conference, wonderful
speakers and at such a beautiful location. – Jane Clark
David Hamilton was a great clever speaker. Well done folks. – Mo Ferrington
Speakers were all equally good, however Jenny Lim had a slight edge. Excellent
day. – Margaret Forbes
Glenn Catley was very down to earth – real-life experience. Excellent,
informative day. Thanks again for a very enjoyable, interesting, informative
and entertaining conference! I will most definitely attend the next one! Marion Gray
David Hamilton was very motivating and had a clearly defined presentation. –
Morag Hoolachan
Glen Catley & David Hamilton were interesting speakers. – Jamie Hume
David Hamilton & Jenny Lim were innovative, current and talented. –
Renee McBride
David Hamilton & Glen Catley were inspirational through experiences and subject
matter. – Paul McKinlay
Enjoyed David Hamilton, I had read his book and was expecting great things and
it was. I certainly enjoyed it (the conference) and look forward to the next
one. – Alison McLachlan
Very good range of speakers represented this conference. Learnt a lot today.
Thank you. I would also like to say congratulations on a very interesting, well
organised and thought provoking conference. The range of speakers were really
excellent. David Hamilton had great charisma and was an engaging speaker.
I know the slight hitch with weather and delayed flights is likely to have caused
you panic on the day but that certainly didn't come across. Looking forward to
coming along next year! - Amy Solon
Just to thank all concerned for organising such an excellent day and I’m
delighted to learn that plans are afoot for another conference next year!
Inspirational! - William Wattie

